Innovation & Entrepreneurship at UC Berkeley
Resources for inventors, entrepreneurs, and startups

- Academic Programs
- New Product R&D Support
- Recruiting Support
- Entrepreneurship and Intellectual Property Support
- Legal Support
- Product/Market Fit Support
- Startup Support
- Funding Support

For more information visit begin.berkeley.edu
Academic Programs
- AMENA Center for Entrepreneurship & Development
- Berkeley Biology+Business
- Berkeley-Haas Entrepreneurship Program
- Berkeley Master of Design
- BIDS Berkeley Institute of Data Science
- Synthetic Biology Institute
- Blum Center Social Innovator OnRamp
- Fung Institute for Engineering Leadership
- Fung Fellowship for Wellness and Technology Innovations
- Garwood Center for Corporate Innovation
- Management, Entrepreneurship & Technology Program
- Sutardja Center for Entrepreneurship & Technology

Startup Support
- Berkeley Post-Doc Entrepreneurship Program (BPEP)
- Blockchain Xcelerator
- Free Ventures
- Berkeley Ventures
- Berkeley Startup Cluster
- Cal Hacks Fellowship
- CITRIS Foundry
- Cyclotron Road
- California Institute for Quantitative Biosciences (QB3)
- EB2
- LAUNCH
- SkyDeck
- STEP
- The House Residency

New Product R&D Support
- Bakar Fellows
- Bay Area I-Corps
- Berkeley Center for Green Chemistry
- Berkeley Sensor and Actuator Center (BSAC)
- Biomolecular Nanotechnology Center
- CITRIS Invention Lab
- Cleantech to Market
- Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering Product Development Program (PDP)
- Innovate Berkeley
- Jacobs Institute for Design Innovation
- ME Student Machine Shop
- Marvell Nanolab
- Synthetic Biology Institute

Product/Market Fit Support
- Big Ideas@Berkeley
- Cal Hacks
- Cleantech to Market
- NSF Innovation Corps
- Venture Capital Investment Competition
- Collider Cup
- Nuclear Innovation Bootcamp

Legal Support
- Business Community Law Clinic
- Office of Technology Licensing, IPIRA
- Startup @ Berkeley Law

Recruiting Support
- BearX
- Career Center
- Handshake
- UCB Startup Fair

Funding Support
- Signatures Innovation Fellows
- Berkeley Angel Network
- Berkeley-Haas Entrepreneurship Startup Seed Fund
- Berkeley SkyDeck Fund
- Dorm Room Fund
- Haas Impact Fund
- House Fund
- Ironfire Ventures
- Osage University Partners
- SBIR/STTR grants
- Industry Alliances Office, IPIRA
- Berkeley Catalyst Fund
- Blue Bear Ventures
- Bee Partners
- Contrary Capital

Entrepreneurship and Intellectual Property Support
- Berkeley Entrepreneurs Association BEGIN
- Berkeley Energy & Resources Collaborative (BERC)
- Intellectual Property and Industry Research Alliances (IPIRA)
- Sigma Eta Pi
- Venture Strategy Solutions
- Entrepreneurs@Berkeley

For more information visit begin.berkeley.edu